Mashing With the Monsters (Paranormal Erotica Bundle) (Mashing With
Monsters Book 6)

This bundle contains explicit sexual
content and is intended for mature
audiences only. Buying this bundle saves
you 60 percent off the price of buying each
book individually! Be sure to buy and save
some money for other hot erotic stories! A
group of girls can hear their biological
clocks ticking. They know they dont have
much time to get what they want. So,
where will they get it? When the men in
their lives are not enough, they meet
something new, something even hotter and
better--men by day, monsters by night!
Read on as these women enjoy some hot,
arousing times with men who become a:
*Werewolf *T-Rex *Lizard *Dragon
*Shark And engage in some of the hottest
acts youll ever see!
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